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Women's Role in the Ibo Society In the novel Things Fall Apart by Chinua of Colonization on Umuofia In Things Fall
Apart, Chinua Achebe exercises the.

The dominant role for women is: first, to make a pure bride for an honorable man, second, to be a submissive
wife, and third, to bear many children. It is not viewed as monstrous when a male beats a female in this society
and is applauded, they feel as though women must be kept in line and know their duties as well as complete
them fully anything less is negligence and physical abuse is their wake up call. Christian missionaries soon
arrive to the tribe with the intent of converting as many of the tribe members as possible, presenting them with
a tempting offer that proves to entice one too many for the liking of Okonkwo. We could say, that Chielo had
enormous power over Okonkwo, and she used this power to protect her friend, Ekwefi. The story focuses on
the life of a very wealthy and strong warrior named Okonkwo Chielo decreed the death of Ikemefuna. The
idea is that women know the secret of life since they are the source of life. Much of the traditional Igbo life
presented in this novel revolves around structured gender roles. In categorizing crimes under these two types
the reader receives insight as to what characteristics pertain to each gender in the eyes of this society. Which
characters cross gender stereotypes? Furthermore, women would have no value in society. Another essential
fact is the presence of Chielo, the priestess of the Oracle of the Hills and Caves. For example, when a cow got
loose, women formed a posse to round it up and return it to its owner, what is more, all women were obligated
to join the posse, if any woman failed to join the posse, she could be fined. Although this is true for most
cultures, China Achebe shows his readers how women play an important role in a patriarch society. Eire,
Martin S. Okonkwo, an aggressive being by nature is no different towards his wives. For instance, women are
the primary educators of children. Other Free Papers from this subject:. Literature and Liberation- Prof. These
men were under the control of the women who ran the market. It is deeper than just women serve their
husbands and cook. While on the surface, it appears the novel narrows its focus to a single character, Okonkno
and his inner battles, one can read deeper into the text and find an array of assorted conflicts in the realm on
human vs. She is buried there. Things Fall Apart is a good novel that serves as a reminder of what Nigeria
once was. Tradition dictates their role in life. He orders them around like dogs. Chinua Achebe exemplifies
this argument in his book, Things Fall Apart. In some other Ibo villages, women employed young men as
police officers in the marketplace. They are never to question what they are instructed to do; they are expected
to be obedient


